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Summary. Laser ablation modeling taking into account possibility of metal-dielectric
transition in the irradiated metal targets is considered. In the framework of 1-D heat
conduction approach it is shown that the steady-state vaporization regime with metaldielectric transition in mercury can be observed only in very narrow laser intensity interval.
From analysis of recent experimental results on mercury ablation with nanosecond laser
pulses it follows that the results can not be described in the framework of 1-D approach.
1 INTRODUCTION
Laser-matter interaction gives possibility to obtain rather high temperature and pressure
values which include values of liquid-vapor critical parameters for any element. However
critical parameters of most metals remain badly known and this fact is mentioned in many
papers [1-4]. From [1] it follows that the difference between critical pressure values for Al in
scientific literature is about an order of magnitude. In ref. [4] one can read:
“Very old and not resolved yet problem of extreme uncertainty in our knowledge in
location and critical point parameters for uranium and its compounds (UO 2, UN, UC…) is
under discussion. The expected critical region for uranium is not presently achievable
experimentally. The same is true for powerful, but laborious contemporary socalled firstprinciple approaches (QMD, QMC etc). At the same time traditional way of theoretical
estimations for critical parameters on the base of far extrapolation of well-known lowtemperature thermal and caloric properties for condense phase, lead to extreme dispersion in
predicted values for uranium critical temperature and pressure. We discuss possible physical
reasons, which could explain and justify mentioned above critical parameters discrepancy for
uranium. In particular we discuss possible anomalies in falling of effective “ionization
degree” on the expansion way from triple to critical point, as well as possibility for existing of
hypothetical additional “entropic” phase transition, similar to that predicted by Landau and
Zeldovich long ago.”
For this reason, further theoretical and experimental investigations of intense laser-metal
interaction are necessary including the possibility of metal-dielectric transition which is also
discussed in many papers (see e.g. [4-11] and references therein).
In the present paper possible manifestations of this transition for mercury are analyzed in
the framework of simplified one-dimensional approach using the previous results [7,8] and
recent experimental investigation [11].
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2 1-D HEAT CONDUCTION APPROACH
2.1 Steady-state regime of laser ablation
One dimensional temperature distribution in laser irradiated condensed matter located at z
 z0  0 is described with the heat conduction equation
(1)
where T, χ, C, α, I, z0 are temperature, thermal diffusivity, heat capacity, absorption
coefficient, absorbed intensity and irradiated surface position respectively. In (1)
hydrodynamic movement is not taken into account, the approximation being applicable to
some extent for sufficiently short laser pulses and for the cases when heat expansion can be
neglected.
At irradiated surface z0 in vacuum vaporization boundary condition is formulated as
(2)
(3)
where L, V, Ts, Tb, Pb, k are heat of vaporization, vaporization velocity, surface temperature,
boiling temperature, boiling pressure and Boltzmann constant respectively; constant A = 11.4.
Boundary condition (2) and vaporization velocity (3) does not change in the moving reference
frame for the vacuum vaporization case.
In the reference frame moving together with evaporating surface (the change of reference
system is z = z′ – ∫Vdt) the irradiated surface position is fixed (z0 = 0, used below everywhere)
and instead of (1) one has

Under conditions T/t = 0 and I = const this equation yields the steady-state form of the heat
conduction equation
(4)
After space integration in (4) from z0 = 0 to z → ∞ it follows (see [12] and references therein)
I = V [L + C (Ts – T∞)]

(5)

where T∞ is temperature of unperturbed medium at z >> α–1, z >> /V. Relation (5) is an
energy balance equation, and in conjunction with (3) it allows to find Ts and V at given I. Note
that (5) remains valid also for the case of variables α and .
The relation (5) does not depend on  and , while it is not so for temperature distribution
T(z) which at constant  and  values is given by the well-known expression (see e.g. [12]
and references therein)
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(6)
The curve T(z) depends significantly on the dimensionless parameter y = /V as it is seen
from Fig. 1 which describes two curves T(z) at different y values (y = 460 for mercury and y =
1.1 for water) and constant Ts/Tc ≈ 0.6 where Tc is a critical temperature of liquid-vapor
transition.
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Figure 1: Steady-state temperature profiles normalized to critical temperature in water (curve 1) and in
mercury (curve 2) at absorbed intensities of 40 and 660 kW/cm2 respectively.
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Figure 2: General form of steady-state temperature profile with a metal-dielectric transition in liquid
metal: 1 – thin metal film on irradiated surface, 2 – dielectric layer, 3 – metal.
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2.2 Steady-state regime of metal-dielectric transition in mercury
In the case of metal-dielectric transition parameter y is not constant in the steady-state
regime and the temperature distribution has the form [7,8] which is shown schematically in
Fig. 2. This not-in-scale representation of temperature distribution is necessary to mark
explicitly boundaries between metal and dielectric layers which can have very different
thickness in accordance with solution of equation (4). The solution has piecewise form
including three different layers with thicknesses H1, H2, H3 >> H1, H3 >> H2.
In each layer i with constant αi and χi the temperature distribution Ti(z) can be expressed as
follows
for zi-1 ≤ z ≤ zi, i = 1, 2, 3

Ti(z) = aiexp[–αi(z–zi-1)] +biexp[–βi(z–zi-1)] +ci
ai = Ii-1/[CV(1–yi)],

yi = ii/V,

βi = V/χi,

(7)

z3 → ∞

The constants αi and χi in metal layers are α1 = α3 = αm, χ1 = χ3 = χm, and in dielectric layer are
α2 = αd, χ2 = χd. The absorbed intensity in each layer is determined by the recurrence relation Ii
= Ii-1 exp(–αiHi) where I0 = I and layer thickness is Hi = zi – zi-1. At point z0 = 0 boundary
conditions (2) are used, and at the points z1 and z2 the following boundary conditions are used
[7,8].
T1(z) = Tmd,

T2(z) = Tmd,

χ2 ∂T2/∂z = χ1 ∂T1/∂z

at z = z1

(8)

T2(z) = Tmd,

T3(z) = Tmd,

χ3 ∂T3/∂z = χ2 ∂T2/∂z

at z = z2

(9)

T3(z) = T∞,

∂T3/∂z = 0

at z → ∞

(10)

where Tmd is a metal-dielectric transition temperature. Note that the last equality in (10) is
valid due to the exponential form of (7).
The coefficients bi, ci in (7) for the first (metal) layer is determined by the evaporative
boundary conditions (2) and are given below
b1 = –L/C –I0y1/[CV(1–y1)],

c1 = Ts +L/C –I0/(CV)

The whole solution is obtained after the sequential determination of unknown layer
thicknesses and coefficients bi, ci in (7). The first parts of the conditions (8,9) determine the
thicknesses of a thin subsurface metal film H1 and a dielectric layer H2 through the
transcendental equation
ajexp(–αjHj) +bjexp(–βjHj) +cj = Tmd

for j = 1, 2

The equations for the temperature distribution coefficients in the second and third layers in (7)
are obtained using the remaining conditions from (8,9)
aj+1+bj+1+cj+1 = Tmd,

for j = 1, 2

–χj+1[αj+1aj+1+βj+1 bj+1] = –χj[αjajexp(–αjHj)+βjbjexp(–βjHj)] ≡ fj

for j = 1, 2

which give finally
bj+1 = –fj/V–yj+1aj+1,

cj+1 = Tmd–aj+1–bj+1

for j = 1, 2

It should be mentioned that c3 = T∞ is not independent parameter when values of I, V and
Ts are given. This is due to energy conservation relation (5) or its special case which follows
after integrating T3(z) from z2 to z → ∞
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I2 = VC (Tmd – T∞) + C f2
It is useful to note also that the distribution T3(z) in metal is monotonous in contrast to (6)
because boundary condition at z = z3 differs from the vaporization case (2).
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Figure 3: Steady-state temperature profiles in liquid mercury at various absorbed intensities (a-g)
providing subcritical values of temperature maximum in dielectric layer for the case of αd = 103 cm-1
and I = 4.221 (a), 4.2215 (b), 4.222 (c), 4.223 (d), 4.224 (e), 4.225 (f), 4.226 (g) MW/cm2.
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Figure 4: Steady-state temperature profiles in liquid mercury at various absorbed intensities (a-g)
providing subcritical values of temperature maximum in dielectric layer for the case of αd = 102 cm-1
and I = 4.221 (a), 4.2215 (b), 4.222 (c), 4.223 (d), 4.224 (e), 4.225 (f) MW/cm2.
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In metal case y >> 1 and maximum value Tmax in the temperature distribution (6) differs
from Ts but slightly. Temperature maximum Tmax in dielectric layer can exceed Tmd
significantly as it is evident from curve 1 in Fig. 1. From T2(z) distribution and the equation
∂T2/∂z = 0 for Tmax = T2(zmax) one obtains

It is clear that maximum distribution temperature Tmax should not exceed the
thermodynamic stability limit (spinodal line) Tl which is somewhat lower than the critical
temperature Tc. One should keep in mind also that the difference Tc – Tmd is small compared
with Tc.
This condition results in rather strong limits on possible realization of such vaporization
regime. Due to this condition the intensity interval Imd for realization of the steady-state
vaporization regime with metal-dielectric transition is very narrow and its localization is close
to the threshold intensity value Ith.
symbol
αm
χm
χd
ρ
C
L
Tmd

value
106 cm-1
5.8×10-2 cm2/s
5.8×10-3 cm2/s
13.5 g/cm3
1.9 J cm-3 K-1
3.8 kJ cm-3
1500 K

Table 1 : The constant mercury parameters used in the calculation of the metal-dielectric
transition.
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Figure 5: The dependences of steady-state dielectric layer thickness H2 and temperature maximum T m
on absorbed intensity I in interval from dielectric layer threshold to critical temperature Tc.
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Figure 6: The dependence of steady-state dielectric layer thickness H2 on absorption coefficient αd in
this layer at constant absorbed intensity I = 4.222 MW/cm2.

The calculated temperature distributions in mercury are shown in Fig. 3, 4. The threshold
intensity value is Ith = 4.2215 MW/cm2 while the intensity interval for realization of the
steady-state vaporization regime with metal-dielectric transition Imd = 4.5 kW/cm2 (at αd =
103 cm-1) or Imd = 3.5 kW/cm2 (at αd = 102 cm-1) is rather small Imd << Ith.
Dependences of mercury dielectric layer thickness H2 and temperature maximum Tm on
absorbed intensity I in interval from dielectric layer threshold to critical temperature Tc as
well as dependence of dielectric layer thickness H2 on absorption coefficient αd at constant
absorbed intensity I = 4.222 MW/cm2 are shown in Fig. 5 and 6.
In experiments the metal-dielectric transition in transient regime can be realized at higher
intensities than Ith ~ 4.2 MW/cm2 for the steady-state case. In the transient regime the
transition front velocity exceeds the vaporization front velocity and temperature maximum in
the target attains the thermodynamic stability limit Tl. When this occurs the explosive boiling
begins to develop in subnanosecond scale [13,14].
3 1-D ESTIMATIONS OF RECENT EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In ref. [11] pressure behavior in liquid mercury is investigated during irradiation with
different laser pulses: a train of several subnanosecond laser peaks divided with 8 ns intervals
and a single 30 ns relatively smooth laser pulse. Using intensity modulated laser pulses
permits to obtain information about irradiated surface displacement as it was first
demonstrated in [15] for the case of dielectric liquids irradiated with harmonically modulated
laser pulses. For metals laser intensity modulation due to mode-locking is more preferable
than harmonic modulation due to two mode beating [10,16].
It is shown in [11] that the pressure response detected with piezoelectric transducers as
well as the surface displacement can not be explained in the framework of surface metal
evaporation. In particular, significant diminishing  of the acoustical arrival time is observed
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which means that the laser absorption zone deepens into the target for far more distance h =
vs, vs – sound velocity, than it is the case for metal ablation where hm ~ αm-1.
Behavior of the kind may be related to the metal-dielectric transition [5-10] when its front
moves deeply into the irradiated target. The transition modeling in [8] for supposed metaldielectric transition in Al shows additional bump in the pressure curve which is visible also in
[11] at intensities  50 MW/cm2.
One can estimate the transition front velocity as vf ~ h/ = vs/ which exceeds sound
velocity vs if  > . In experimental results [11] / ~ 2 which means supersonic movement of
the transition front.
From energy balance equation it follows that to realize such movement it is necessary to
have the absorbed laser intensity at the transition front determined approximately by the
expression I = vf C (Tmd – T∞). For vf ~ 2vs = 2.8 km/s, C = 1.9 J/cm3, Tmd–T∞ = 1200 K this
gives I = 0.6 GW/cm2. This intensity value exceeds the value in experiment [10] which is
lower than 0.1 GW/cm2. The estimated pressure generated during such front movement also
far exceeds the maximum pressure value observed in [11] which is about one kbar while the
1-D estimation gives about a hundred kbar.
A possible reason of such discrepancies is probably due to violation of 1-D approach in the
considered case [11] where intensity distribution is not constant over the irradiation spot. The
initial Gaussian distribution over the irradiation spot can transform itself to more sharp
distribution during its propagation in the target where the metal-dielectric transition occurs.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In the framework of simplified 1-D heat conduction approach it is shown that the steadystate vaporization regime of mercury with supposed metal-dielectric transition can occur only
in very narrow irradiation intensity interval. Analysis of the recent experimental results [11]
of mercury laser ablation shows remarkable discrepancy between the 1-D theoretical
estimation and experiment. The discrepancy can be probably due to violation of 1-D approach
applicability in the considered case because possibility of significant transformation of initial
Gaussian intensity distribution over the irradiation spot. For this reason, it is interesting to
investigate laser ablation of mercury with constant laser intensity distribution over the
irradiated spot as well as to study stability of this regime and to model the ablation process
with metal-dielectric transition in the framework of continual 2-D approach or molecular
dynamic calculations.
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